Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Modern Languages

Brief note about nature of change:
Correction to ‘students starting from’ date

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2014
For first examination in 2016-17

Location of change
In Examination Regulations 2015 online (http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2016-17/hsofmodelang/)

Detail of change

1. Correction of error concerning Paper XII Special Subjects

1.132(b) Candidates offering Linguistics may offer either one or two Paper XII Special Subjects. Where one Special Subject is offered, it must bear the appropriate Linguistics identifier. Where two Special Subjects are offered, one must bear the appropriate Linguistics identifier. *Candidates offering two languages may not choose to do a Special Subject bearing only a Linguistics identifier.*

1.133 Candidates offering a Paper XII Special Subject in the second of two languages (Language B) may choose only a Special Subject bearing the appropriate language identifier.

2. Replacement of an obsolete edition

1.326 *Alfonso X the Learned, Cantigas de Santa Maria. An Anthology*, ed. Stephen Parkinson (MHRA Critical Texts)
3. Change in the submission deadline for Paper XII methods B essay

1.542B: An essay or portfolio of essays (the number of essays required to be shown in parentheses) aggregating to about 6,000 words and not exceeding 8,000 words, to be submitted by hand to the Examinations Schools, High Street, Oxford by noon on the Friday-Monday of the ninth-tenth week of Hilary Term in the year of the examination, together with a statement certifying that the essay(s) are the candidate’s own work and that they have not already been submitted, either wholly or substantially, for a degree in this university or elsewhere.

Explanatory Notes

The date given for ‘students starting from’ to which the change will be applicable was incorrect in the first publication of this notice.